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temperature homeostasis
thermoregulation
It has many important parts,
including: Body temperature
is one of the factors that is
controlled during homeostasis
these layers are involved in
thermoregulation. Sweat
glands in the dermis
body temperature and the
thermoregulatory centre
We investigated whether
TCTP can ameliorate the
metabolic imbalance that
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causes obesity using TCTPoverexpressing transgenic
(TCTP TG) mice. The mice
were subjected to
biochemical, morphological,
overexpression of
translationally controlled
tumor protein ameliorates
metabolic imbalance and
increases energy
expenditure in mice
These data support our
proposal that during exercise
in the heat, the process of
anticipatory regulation and
the attainment of a critical
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core temperature complement
one another to maintain
exercise and heat stress:
performance, fatigue and
exhaustion—a hot topic
Maintaining this optimum
temperature is called
thermoregulation. When this
stops working properly, high
temperatures can cause
dehydration, heat stroke and
death if untreated. Low
temperatures can
control of body
temperature
We demonstrate use of our
motes for sensing
temperature, both as a vital
sign of human health,
essential in regulating
metabolism and maintaining
homeostasis (5, 27), and as a
means to understand the
application of a sub–0.1mm
The vessels regulate skin
blood flow through dilation or
constriction to maintain
homeostasis of body
temperature [5] It is
recognized that
thermoregulation of the
newborn infant is maintained
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skin blood flow responses
to thermal stimuli in
healthy term newborns
Despite these benefits, the
desired reduction in core
temperature is often a
challenging venture as the
body attempts to maintain
homeostasis through the
induction of thermoregulatory
processes
pharmacologic options for
reducing the shivering
response to therapeutic
hypothermia
Tolerance largely reflects the
protective advantages
provided by modern
technology, since human
physiological responses
defending body-temperature
homeostasis during cold
exposure are less effective
health and performance
challenges during sports
training and competition in
cold weather
A homologous area is also
thought to occur in
invertebrate chordates such
as cephalochordates (12). The
hypothalamus controls
homeostasis, metabolism, and
reproductive functions
through a variety of
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